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Mission
College: It’s more than four
years of our lives. It’s a state
of mind. A feeling we revisit
in the company of old friends.
Built on the motto of “We
Are All Students,” Graduate
Hotels celebrates the youthful
optimism and carefree
expression that define our
college years. Just like the
syllabus handed out on the first
day of class, this magazine is
your guide to the stories that
inspire our spaces. Read, enjoy,
then go out and make some
stories of your own.
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ON THE COVER: This summer,
the doors open at the I Promise
Village by Graduate Hotels, which
will provide housing for students
at LeBron James’ I Promise
School in Akron, Ohio. Learn
more about our partnership with
this groundbreaking school on
page 12.
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A Hop eful Futu re That Rem inds
Us of Our Glor y Days
Welcome to Graduate.
Reading through this issue of our Syllabus Magazine reminds me of why I love college towns.
From Knoxville to Bloomington, these unique places—where you’ll find our hotels—are rooted in
tradition yet constantly evolving. Waves of new students, with their fresh ideas and optimism,
supersede the old every single fall. A college town provides the backdrop for a 50th reunion as
easily as for a first reunion.
Making new memories on a familiar old foundation—that sense of rootedness, even though the
experience may be new—is what links our hotels to our college towns and makes us all stronger. So
although I’m the first to be nostalgic about my college days on the Cornell baseball team, I believe
in the future. College towns are the future, and I saw that optimism and hope captured in every
Graduate I visited on my many road trips this past summer.
I’m proud of the way our people have found ways to innovate and move forward through these crazy
times. There’s a lot of trust in what we’re doing. We’ve partnered with the Cleveland Clinic and
Proctor and Gamble on our Graduate Cares program to do our utmost to ensure our guests stay safe
with us while having fun. We’ve partnered with colleges that need extra space so their students can
socially distance. Parents have entrusted us with their college freshman—over 1,000 and counting—
so their students can find a kind of first-year normal during what has to be the strangest semester
in history. And, as you can read about in this magazine, we’ve partnered with the LeBron James
Foundation to build the I Promise Village by Graduate Hotels. Partnering for a better future and
finding authentic solutions to make lives better, even in this unbelievable time of need, is in our DNA.
At Graduate Hotels we believe in newstalgia. And college towns are the places that make that
possible by pointing the way to a hopeful future while reminding us of our glory days. I’ll bet you felt
the stress melt away as you pulled your car off the Interstate (or took an Uber) to your college town
home at Graduate Hotels. Because here, we celebrate the future just as much as the past.

Graduate New Haven

David Rochefort
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Coast to coast and across the pond, find
Graduate Hotels in your favorite college towns.
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True
Story

Inspired by country queens
and Music City dreams,
Graduate Nashville is
one of our most colorful
characters yet. Learn the
stories behind our lobby
designs from the artists

Minnie Pearl is best
known for her signature
straw hat and exuberant
greeting: “How-dee! I’m
just so proud to be here!”

who brought them to life.

Steve Freihon

See more of Reasor’s work
at wallgardenstudio.com.
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NASHVILLE
Rescued from the nowclosed Polk Motel, an iconic
Tennessee sign finds a new
home in our lobby.

See more of Fauves’ work at johnpaulfauves.com.

foliage-focused gallery wall is a nod to Vanderbilt University, a
registered arboretum and home to 190 different types of trees.
“Defining each tree in one small piece was a fun challenge,”
says Reasor. “My favorite pieces are the flowering dogwoods
and cherry trees. My most victorious was the hackberry —
finding the beauty in this often-maligned tree.”
When asked what inspires him most about Nashville, Reasor
says it’s “all of the great talent that comes into the city, in
pursuit of dreams.”
And because no other Nashville star shines quite as bright
as Dolly Parton’s, the queen of country is featured in not one
but two surrealist portraits. Created by Costa Rican artist John
Paul Fauves, the works blend Parton’s famous face with other
pop culture icons, including Elvis and SpongeBob SquarePants.

Case in point: a 15 ft x 9 ft portrait of legendary Opry

“I’m trying to tell people there’s a beauty beyond that

comedian Minnie Pearl, rendered in old-school latch hook.

[physical] beauty,” says Fauves. The different faces within the

Artist Margaret Timbrell spent more than 1,200 hours creating

portraits represent the “personalities that we get attached to”

the piece, which hangs front and center behind the front desk.

while the cartoons represent a “stage of innocence.”

“It was a marathon,” says Timbrell. “Every waking moment
I was latch hooking.”

“I want my art to bring people back to the source of their
inner child, where they can be happy like children.”

Timbrell admits she didn’t know much about Pearl before

A childlike happiness does flow throughout Graduate

this project. But then, Pearl started popping up everywhere.

Nashville, from the lobby’s playground of patterns to the grown-

“It’s cosmic. She is a cultural icon that I had somehow missed.

up Chuck E. Cheese vibes at karaoke bar Cross-Eyed Critters.

Then everything started coming up Minnie Pearl. The book on

(More about that on the next page.)

tape I was listening to quoted one of her jokes about Nixon.”
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Across the lobby hangs another massive undertaking: 190
botanical watercolors painted by local artist Matt Reasor. The

Like the myths you hear as a child and remember well into

After so many hours together, Timbrell says she feels a

adulthood, Nashville legends populate the hotel, inspiring

“profound connection” with Pearl. “We listened to her music

guests to dream a little bigger, stand a little taller and shine a

while we worked. I want to be her for Halloween.”

little brighter.

Graduate Syllabus

Libby Walker. Opposite page: Steve Freihon.

Nashville is a town where
legends loom larger than
life. Big personalities.
Tall tales. So when it came
time to design Graduate
Nashville, greatness was
top of mind.
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NASHVILLE

Let's Hear It

It’s early afternoon and a quiet
calm has settled over the CrossEyed Critters Watering Hole. Next
door, the lobby of the Graduate
Nashville is bustling with visitors

Meet Our
Cross-Eyed
Critters

and people gathering, but in here,

In a town known for its honky tonks, robo-karaoke
				
bar Cross-Eyed Critters sings a new tune

there’s only a crowd of mismatched
bar stools patiently waiting for the
animatronic creatures on stage to
awaken from their rest.
But in a few hours, the string
lights will flicker on, the pinball
machine will hum with excitement
and the Critters will come to life as
patrons flock to the stage for their
shot on the mic.

Miss Bessie
Our leading lady! Miss Bessie booked

“As a kid, you always wanted

her first gig at the age of six and has

to sing with that band of zany

been blessed with a life of glitter,

puppets,” said Marc Rose, Graduate

glamour and glory ever since. Countless

Nashville’s

beverage

achievements and accolades brought

director. And now, for adults 21 and

her full circle to us where she helps

up, you can. Though the Critters are

young stars on their way to stardom.

food

and

programmed to sing along to only
a handful of classic songs, they’ll
happily play backup for any of your
go-to karaoke picks.
Cross-Eyed

Critters

is

the

world’s first karaoke bar. Since
opening at Graduate Nashville this
past January, locals and visitors
alike

have

embraced

the

bar’s

playful aesthetic, earning a few high
profile fans such as Kate Hudson,
Rachel Zoe and Erin Foster.
“We wanted an opportunity for
people to still do what they love,
which is music, but for them to
purely and simply have fun,” said
Rose.
Beyond

the

stage,

the

bar

celebrates real-life musicians with

Ernie the Bear
The son of a wealthy fish-canner, Ernie
picked Country music over the family
business. Always well-dressed and
well-mannered, Ernie likes to keep his
nose in the air and his claws in the dirt.
But don’t let his gentlemanly ways fool
you — he’s known for flirting his way
into (or out of) any situation.

more than 100 velvet paintings of
country stars, including Patsy Cline,
Waylon Jennings and Shania Twain.
String lights, mismatched bar stools
and a vintage Dolly Parton pinball
machine lend the space that dive bar
appeal.
“I’ve been asked already ‘will we
open more of these? Will we come to

Mr. Jethro P. Hog

Steve Freihon

[other cities]?’ And I never say never,
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but right now the answer is no. I feel

Jethro had some run-ins with the law

like this is Nashville’s. We built this

when he was younger, but age and

for Nashville,” Rose said.

experience have softened him into the

Get on stage with the Critters

lovable pig he is today. When he isn’t

Tuesday through Saturday starting

strumming on stage, he enjoys brewing

at 5 p.m.

his own “hogshine.”
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This February, Chicago hosted the NBA All-Star

change lives, and we are so thankful to have

game — and Graduate hosted some all-stars from

them on this journey with us,” said Michele

the LeBron James Family Foundation (LJFF).

Campbell, Executive Director of the LJFF.

The visit was part of our ongoing partnership
with LeBron’s foundation. Last fall, we announced

BEYOND THE CLASSROOM

the I Promise Village by Graduate Hotels, which

So back to All-Star Weekend. That Friday, Graduate

will support LeBron’s groundbreaking I Promise

Hotels’ home office in Chicago welcomed 23 student

School in Akron, Ohio.

ambassadors from the foundation. During their
day-long visit, students enjoyed a behind-the-

JUST A KID FROM AKRON

scenes look at the hospitality industry and met with

In July 2018, LeBron opened the I Promise School,

Graduate’s interior design and business teams.

dedicated to serving the most at-risk students
and families in his hometown.

“The way [Graduate] set up everything at the
office is so unique. When I walked in, my heart

With an intentional focus on social-emotional

instantly melted because being there took me back

learning and family engagement, the I Promise

to my childhood,” said student Cameron Robinson.

"[Graduate Hotels has] a vibe that no
other hotel will ever be able to do, which
was incredible to learn about."
—Cameron Robinson, 330 Ambassador
School takes a “We Are Family” approach to

“They have a vibe that no other hotel will ever be

education. The school provides free tuition,

able to do, which was incredible to learn about.”

uniforms and meals to all students and guarantees

The trip is an annual outing for the

tuition to the University of Akron for every

foundation’s “330 Ambassadors,” a select group

qualifying graduate.

of high school students from the Akron area.

“It’s probably the best thing I’ve ever done,”
said LeBron.
When

Graduate

hometown.)
learned

about

the

tremendous impact the school was making,
our team was eager to find a way to help. The

Our work with the LeBron James’ Family Foundation
brought 23 of his standout students to Graduate
Hotels HQ for a crash course in the hotel business

Each

year

for

NBA

All-Star

Weekend, LeBron brings his 330s to the host city
for service work and career exploration.
“[The

students’]

eyes

were

opened

new career paths and job opportunities in

for I Promise families facing challenges like

an industry many of them have always been

homelessness, domestic violence, and other

interested in,” said Campbell.

“Initially, our work was focused on helping
these kids earn an education. But we’ve found

About Graduate Gives

that it is impossible to help them learn if they

The I Promise Village is just one of the

are struggling to survive,” said LeBron.

charitable endeavors happening through our

And so, the I Promise Village was born. The

Graduate Gives initiative. Both locally and

Graduate team is renovating a historic apartment

nation-wide, Graduate Gives is our way of

building a few blocks from the school, creating a

doing good in the communities we call home.

safe, comforting space for families. When it’s ready

Our local teams support a variety of

this summer, the entire building will be donated to

causes, from youth empowerment and

the organization.

animal rescue to refugee housing and

“Community and education are at the core of

LGBTQ organizations.

what we do,” said Graduate Hotels founder and CEO

“Giving back to the communities we’re

Ben Weprin. “This project is a monumental next step

in remains central to the Graduate Hotels

for us and LeBron and his foundation’s commitment

brand,” said Weprin. “We feel incredibly

to the future of the students and their families.”

fortunate to be part of these dynamic and

“Graduate Hotels is helping us save and

creative locales and are committed to
paying it forward every opportunity we get.”
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to

school was in dire need of transitional housing

unforeseen circumstances.

Courtesy of I Promise Village. Illustrations by Tom Froese.

It Takes
a Village

(The 330 is a nod to the area code of LeBron’s

Alex Laniosz

You Belong
in a Museum

Cincinnati Museum
Center at Union
Terminal

16
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From quirky collections
to art and inspiring
architecture, Ohio’s
Queen City is rich with
cultural destinations.
Explore three of
Cincinnati’s standout
museums.
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C I N C I N N AT I

Cincinnati
Museum Center

American Sign
Museum

Once a buzzing transportation hub, Union Terminal now

Blinking boots. Glowing cows. Flashing marquees.

serves as Cincinnati’s premier museum campus. The art

Signs of every imaginable shape and size populate the

deco train station, originally opened in 1933, is home to

American Sign Museum. Walk through and experience

three museums, a library and a theater. Stroll through

sign-making’s evolution over the past century. The

Dinosaur Hall or navigate through a replica limestone

museum also houses a full-time neon shop where you

cave in the Natural History & Science Museum. Or go

can watch craftsmen restoring old signs and tube-

up into Tower A, the station’s original control tower, for

benders delicately making new designs.

views of the Union Terminal rail yard.
Feeling inspired? The museum hosts sign painting
A standout feature of this National Historic Landmark is

classes, as well as screenprinting and hand lettering

its interior rotunda, the largest half-dome in the Western

workshops. Or drop by for a “Signs & Suds” beer

hemisphere with a span of 180 feet. Intricate glass mosaic

tasting pop-up with one of Cincy’s outstanding craft

murals run around the dome’s edges, depicting scenes of

breweries. Find the full calendar on the museum’s

Cincinnati industry and history. cincymuseum.org

website. americansignmuseum.org

Look familiar? Union Terminal
inspired the shape of our
guestroom headboards.

Contemporary
Arts Center

Four More to See

At Cincinnati’s Contemporary Arts Center (CAC), the

This interactive museum honors the courageous work

building is as notable as the art that’s inside it. The

of freedom fighters past and present with exhibits that

work of architect Zaha Hadid, it’s the first U.S. museum

provoke dialogue and action.

Immerse yourself in the stories of abolitionist heroes at
the National Underground Railroad Freedom Center.

designed by a woman. Hadid’s structure manages to
wield concrete and glass into a welcoming, accessible art

More than 2,000 waving paws greet visitors at Ohio’s

space, with climbable, slidable walls and open stairwells.

Lucky Cat Museum, tucked inside Essex Studios art
gallery. Come bask in the cuteness of these fortune-

Located on a busy downtown corner, the museum

bringing felines.

embodies Hadid’s “Urban Carpet” concept, where the
The Reds are the oldest franchise in pro baseball. Get a

for an almost seamless entrance. Huge ground-level

play-by-play of the team’s rich history at the Cincinnati

windows invite passing pedestrians to come see what’s

Reds Hall of Fame and Museum before catching a game

inside. Free admission also adds to the accessibility.

at the Great American Ball Park next door.

As a “non-collecting institution,” the CAC doesn’t

UC’s College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning

have a permanent collection. Exhibitions are ever-

(DAAP) is one of the world’s best design schools. Visit

changing, so you’ll see something new every visit.

the DAAP Galleries to see a rotating collection of

contemporaryartscenter.org
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Alex Laniosz

“fabric” of the street outside rolls into the museum space

student and faculty work. Both galleries are just a
short walk from Graduate Cincinnati.

The buildings on UC’s campus
are works of art in their own
right. Be sure to check out
architect Michael Graves’
Engineering Research Center.
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FROM CAMPUS FAVORITES TO WORLD FAMOUS,
MEET FIVE BANDS WHO GOT THEIR START IN COLLEGE.

Congaree
River Bridge

Off
Campus

20

SET SAIL ON

BIKE THE ALE TRAIL

HIKE IN CLAREMONT

F LOAT D OW N

R U N P R E ’S T R A I L

LAKE MONROE

Fayetteville, AR

CANYON

THE CONGAREE

Eugene, OR

Bloomington, IN

Explore Northwest

Berkeley, CA

Columbia, SC

You’re in TrackTown

Just 10 miles from

Arkansas’ 36-mile

The hike up Stonewall-

Rent a tube or kayak

USA, afterall. Jog

downtown, you’ll find

Razorback Greenway

Panoramic Trail might

from Palmetto

through lush woods and

the waters of Lake

biking trail and you’ll

be steep, but stick it out

Outdoors and spend a

along the Willamette

Monroe. Multiple

cross another notable

and you’ll be rewarded

lazy day floating the

River on Pre’s Trail, a

marinas offer pontoon

local path — the Ale

with panoramic views

Congaree. Columbia’s

four-mile loop named

boat rentals. For a real

Trail. Park your bike

of Berkeley, Oakland,

scenic Riverfront Park

for University of

fiesta at sea, splurge

for a pit stop at any of

San Francisco Bay

has biking and walking

Oregon running legend

on the double-decker

the 15 local breweries.

and the Golden Gate

trails, too, for those

and 1972 Olympian

party barge, complete

Cider lovers, you’ll

Bridge. Like Graduate

who prefer to stay dry.

Steve Prefontaine. The

with waterslide.

want to hit Black Apple

Berkeley, the park is

Or grab a fishing pole

trailhead is just a

Canoes, kayaks and

Crossing, Arkansas’

dog-friendly so bring

and cast out for the

five-minute jog from

paddleboards are

first cidery. Just be

your pup if they’re the

afternoon.

Graduate Eugene’s

available, too, if that’s

sure to bike and imbibe

hiking type.

more your speed.

responsibly.

Graduate Syllabus

front door.

Icons by FreePik.

When warmer weather hits, students and locals head
					outdoors. Explore off-campus 		
						adventures a short hike
					
(or bike) from our hotels.

H O OT I E
AND THE
B LOW F I S H

Lead singer Darius Rucker and guitarist Mark Bryan met as freshmen at
the University of South Carolina in the 1980s. Bryan convinced Rucker to
start a band after hearing him sing in the shower. By ‘95, they had the
best-selling album in the country.

TA L K I N G
HEADS

Musicians David Byrne, Chris Frantz and Tina Weymouth all attended the
Rhode Island School of Design in Providence, playing as the Talking Heads
for the first time in 1975 when they opened for The Ramones at CBGB.

R.E . M.

In 1980, Michael Stipe and Peter Buck met by a chance encounter at a
local record store in their hometown of Athens, Georgia. Through mutual
friends, they met fellow University of Georgia classmates Bill Berry and
Mike Mills, who rounded out the band. They played their first concert as
R.E.M. just four months later.

PUBLIC
E N E MY

Chuck D and Flavor Flav met as students at Long Island’s Adelphi University,
where they quickly earned a reputation for their political commentary
and unique style. They released their first mixtape “Public Enemy #1” on
college radio station WBAU.

SALT-N-PEPA

Before they were telling us to “Push It,” Cheryl James and Sandra
Denton were studying nursing at Queensborough Community College in
Queens, New York. The duo initially recorded “The Showstoppa” to help
a friend with a class project, but soon saw commercial success. James
and Denton, along with DJ Latoya Hanson, released their debut album
Hot, Cool and Vicious in December 1986. Deidra Roper, aka Spinderella,
joined a year later after Hanson’s departure.
Spring 2020
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Art for

unveiled its new outdoor mural
by artist Nina Chanel Abney,
in partnership with Library Street
Collective. We spoke with Sara
Nickleson, director of the Detroitbased group, about the project
and the power of public art.
22
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GRADUATE

HOTELS:

Library

Street

understand the value of art in creating

its way into her work. Nina was a perfect

in

unique experiences for their guests, as well

fit for the project and made an incredible

Detroit. What about the city made it the

as how to speak to the community that

piece. The many abstract shapes she uses

perfect setting to start your business?

surrounds them.

also mimic the contemporary digital mind

Collective

(LSC)

was

founded

SARA NICKLESON: Detroit has a rich

and the overload of information we’re

art

GH: LSC has found a lot of opportunities in

institutions, such as the DIA (Detroit

shared spaces and university communities.

Institute of Arts) and MOCAD (the Museum

What is it about these environments that

GH: What are some things you hope people

of Contemporary Art Detroit), but at the

lend so well to your work?

can take away from Nina’s mural, as well

time that LSC opened, there were few

SN: Public art draws people to it, and

as any other pieces you’ve helped curate?

galleries with a focus on bringing nationally

oftentimes

social

SN: Nina’s work, in particular her public

recognized artists to the city to exhibit their

gatherings go hand-in-hand. We always

projects, are an extension of her gallery

work. That’s something that was important

try to bring people together for the opening

practice. In her paintings, which are

to us, to present these artists alongside

of a new exhibition or unveiling of a public

collected by museums all over the world,

incredible talent in Detroit and to give

project and introduce performance or

she explores and dissects present-day

artists a chance to push the boundaries of

music wherever possible. The same spirit

issues of identity, race and gender in a

what an exhibition or public project could

is found on so many campuses, so it’s a

deeply insightful way. We hope that seeing

look like.

natural alignment.

her mural will inspire people to look

creative

Opposite page: courtesy of City of Bloomington. Library Street Collective.

Graduate Bloomington recently

Everyone

Nina Chanel Abney

history

and

incredible

community

and

bombarded with every day.

deeper at her work. But at the same time,
GH:

What

about

Graduate

Hotels

GH: In working with Graduate Bloomington,

the abstract nature of the mural allows

appealed to the mission of LSC?

what motifs or inspirations guided your process?

personal interpretation. It’s important to

SN: Graduate Hotels does such a great

SN: Nina Chanel Abney, who created the

Nina that the piece can be appreciated

job of exploring all the intricacies of pop

mural at Bloomington, is a huge basketball

simply for its form and composition by

culture, camaraderie and sport. They

fan and her love of the sport often finds

anyone who sees it.
Spring 2020
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The
Calm
Before

The

Alexl Laniosz. Opposite page: Getty Images.

Storrm
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Don’t let the idyllic landscape
fool you. Storrs is home to
UCONN’s most ferocious fans.

Spring 2020
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S TO R R S

At the University of Connecticut, the 4,100-acre campus stretches
into the rural countryside, where cows graze in tranquil silence.
It’s not so quiet at Gampel Pavilion, where packs of 10,000 fans howl
for the men’s and women’s basketball teams. “C-O-N-N-U. Fight!”
Basketball may bring thrills, but it’s always worth a timeout to
enjoy the precious calm of Storrs’ pastures.

Alex Laniosz

This is
Husky
Country

26
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Podcasts
–

1. DOLLY PARTON’S AMERICA
Zoe Dannenmueller,
Graduate Nashville
Relive the iconic

career and enduring
legacy of the queen
of country, Dolly

Trea
sure
Hunting

Parton, in this insightful podcast
that asks “Just what is Dolly
Parton’s America?”
2. DAY AFTER GRADUATION

–

Debbie Kaplan, Graduate
Charlottesville
A collection of
unique moments
and personal
reflections, this

Knoxville and vintage shopping
might not be the first pairing that
comes to mind, but the Tennessee
		
town proves itself a surprising
haven for retro goods.

podcast explores the transition
from college to career, with
stories of the triumphs and
pitfalls of professional life.
4. THE COMMONWEALTH

–

Lauren Folkerts, Graduate Lincoln
Lincoln native Nick

Poindexter Picks

Castner profiles

Our Poindexter cafés are perfect places to settle in
with a good book or podcast. The Graduate team shares
their recommendations.

entrepreneurs,

Venture off the main drag to explore

artists and athletes

Knoxville’s vintage hub — the Happy

Books

Collective

with each guest possessing a

century modern, with furniture and

common innovative spirit.

Mad Men-era clothing. Next door, The

heartbreaking

coming-of-age

story,

Vintage Store is a go-to for anyone
seeking memorabilia from the World’s
Fair, which Knoxville hosted in 1982.

and news from pros
Adam Vourvoulis

Lady Vols basketball, shares her formula for

page-turning tale.

success in sports, business and life. A must4. CHRONICLES: VOLUME ONE BY BOB

– Chuck Goldberg, Graduate Minneapolis

and career (including a stint at the University

WITH DONALD MILLER

–

Christina Nienstedt, Graduate Tempe

of Minnesota), swirling through time without

Stephen Clark,

Walk alongside the renovation expert and TV

losing its strong storytelling thread.

Graduate Hotels
Hardworking

A

MEMOIR

BY

TARA

dreamers, take

WESTOVER – Caroline Stephens, Graduate Hotels

note: Storytelling is a powerful

This New York Times bestseller dives deep

way to get people talking about

3. W H E R E T H E C R AW DA D S S I N G BY DELIA

into Westover’s journey from leading an

your brand, as Miller shows in

OWENS – Emily Agate, Graduate Hotels

isolated life in a survivalist Mormon family to

his interviews with a range of

UGA alum Delia Owens brings to light

pursuing her PhD at Cambridge University.

business leaders.

career journey.
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expertly curated selection of bedazzled

at Poindexter and settle in.

DOING STUPID STUFF BY CHIP GAINES

EDUCATED:

Graduate Syllabus

of

with wine in hand, so grab a glass

5. BUILDING A STORY BRAND

5.

House

Letterpress and Vintage offers an

This remarkable memoir explores Dylan’s life

star as he relives the countless entrepreneurial

Downtown, Pioneer

and Marissa Ross. Best listened to

2. CAPITAL GAINES: SMART THINGS I LEARNED

endeavors and lessons learned throughout his

assortment of used reads. Retrospect

natural wine trends

surprising twist of possible murder in one

–

mid-

a

beautiful ode to the natural world and a

DYLAN

the

Get an education in

Summit, iconic head coach of Tennessee’s

read for aspiring leaders.

on

and out-of-print editions, plus a solid

Jessica Yeung; Courtesy of podcasts. Opposite page: Alex Laniosz.

– Ben Weprin, Graduate Hotels

a

delivers

Book Eddy bookstore carries rare

–

Steven Sue, Graduate Seattle

1. REACH FOR THE SUMMIT BY PAT SUMMITT

Mod

Holler

this engaging new podcast series,

3. NATURAL DISASTERS

neighborhood.

Mid

who lead disruptive change in

cowboy shirts, chain-stitched jackets
and vintage Ralph Lauren Western
wear. A letterpress shop runs out of
the back, and its hearty selection of
original show posters is yours to dig
WHAT’S WITH THE GIANT DISCO BALL?
You can’t miss the rose-gold sphere spotting
Knoxville’s skyline. Part sculpture, part observation
deck, the Sunsphere was the centerpiece of the
fairgrounds when the city hosted the World’s Fair
back in ’82. Today, it’s free and open to the public.
Ride the elevator up into the globe for 360-degree
views of Knoxville and the Great Smokies beyond.

through.
Wrap the day and stay on theme at
Tern Club rum bar. This cozy Old City
spot serves festive tiki drinks in plantfilled surrounds. Enjoy classics like
daiquiris and Mai Tais or try one of
their new-school creations. The “You
Go Gin Coco” is a local favorite.
Spring 2020
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K N OX V I L L E

Howdy,
Partner
Just a short walk from University of Tennesee’s
Neyland Stadium sits Saloon 16, a new
watering hole created in partnership
with Peyton “The Sheriff” Manning

The Sheriff is back in town.
Tennessee alum Peyton Manning has
returned to his alma mater, teaming up
with Graduate to open the bar Saloon 16
at the new Graduate Knoxville. The bar
pays tribute to the football legend’s time
at the University of Tennessee and his
love for the Marble City.
“I think it will be a fun place to go for
people that are back in town,” Manning
said in an interview with USA Today.
“A neat place to stay for alumni. That’s
kind of what it’s about. Reflecting,
having that good feeling of going back to
the alma mater.”
The bar’s name combines Manning’s
retired college number and his nickname
“The Sheriff,” which was given to him by
ESPN commentator Jon Gruden for his
ability to “lay down the law” in opposing
teams’ stadiums.

It’s a showdown on
Cumberland Avenue.

In that spirit, an expansive mural
painted

by

artist

Kipper

Millsap

reimagines Manning in a Western-style
showdown, with backup from his old
college teammates Reggie White, Doug
Atkins and Johnny Majors.
The saloon theme carries through
the rest of the restaurant, with vintage
billiard lights (see: every Vol’s favorite
tune “Rocky Top”), a reclaimed wood bar
and a jukebox loaded with Manning’s
favorite songs.
“It’s a good location on campus
and it should be perfect for football
weekends,” said Manning. “It’s kind of a
fun partnership and project and … that’s
where I’ll be hanging out when I’m back
[in Knoxville].”

Cheers to
Rocky Top
Rocky Top and Saloon
Sixteen are written out in
the vintage billiard lights.
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Studio inHaus. Kipper Millsap.

For the Saloon 16 menu, Manning named
each item after a person or place central
to his time time in Knoxville. Big Chevy’s
Moonshine is a nod to his Vols teammate
Jeff Smith, who, as an upperclassman,
took Manning under his wing. The two met
during Manning’s initial recruiting visit to
Tennessee in 1994 and became fast friends.
Spring 2020
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Chow
Down in
Caffè Driade

Tar Heel Traditions
Whether you’re a freshman or a returning alum,
these on-campus spots are a must-go.
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the main Franklin strip, this backyard

sits this charming café that’s tucked

hangout

for

back into the woods. Bring your favorite

burger, it can be found at Al’s Burger Shack.

afternoon or weekend hangs and deep

book, take a seat overlooking the wooded

Using locally sourced ingredients and NC-

pours of your favorite brews in a massive

hillside and enjoy the naturally peaceful

raised antibiotic- and hormone-free meat,

Carolina Blue souvenir cup.

surroundings. And before you leave,

offers

low-key

vibes

Al’s has been making award-winning
Alex Laniosz. Opposite page: Medha Behera.

Chapel
Hill

A L’ S B U R G E R S H AC K | 516 W Franklin St

If there was ever such a thing as a perfect

leave a treat inside the fairy door for the

burgers and sandwiches since 2013. Meat

TO P

OF

THE

HILL

R E STAU R A N T

&

eaters: try the Mookie. Vegetarian friends,

B R E W E RY | 100 E Franklin St

go for the Melinda.

Ask any local, this is the place to be for

S U N R I S E B I S C U I T S | 1305 E Franklin St

gameday. With a wide selection of locally

Just up the road from Caffè Driade, this

woodland creatures!

H E’ S N OT H E R E | 112 1/2 W Franklin St

brewed drafts and a bar area big enough for

drive-through biscuit stand serves up

While no one quite knows how this bar

a whole cheering section, this top floor space

heartwarming

got its name, many claim it’s a reference

is best when filled with Tar Heel fans.

Fast, easy and delicious, Sunrise is the

to the bartenders’ common refrain in

breakfast

sandwiches.

best solution for your Sunday hangover

response to visitors searching for a

C A F FÈ D R I A D E | 1215-A E Franklin St

or just about any day you’re craving

certain UNC hoop star. Tucked away off

A short drive away from main campus

comfort food.
Spring 2020
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CHAPEL HILL

CHAPEL HILL

Other
Favorites

When (or if) you’re full,
don’t miss some of our
other favorite shops and
spots close to campus.

February 27, 1984
It's MJ's junior year at Carolina and he's in the
basement of his dorm, Granville Towers,
playing pool. A winning streak
has him up $25.

E P I LO G U E B O O KSTO R E
109 E Franklin St

Founded by two Chapel Hill locals,
this independent bookstore will keep
you busy for hours. Its selection of
coffee, beer, wine and Spanish-style
treats make the experience even

I GOT
NEXT!

8-ball,
corner
pocket...

more enjoyable.
S C H O O L K I D S R EC O R D S
405-C W Franklin St

Right down the street from Graduate
Chapel Hill, this cozy record shop
offers a wide selection of old and new
vinyl at reasonable prices. Check
out their website for exclusive and
upcoming releases.

Carrboro Classics
Venture all the way (up Franklin) to the
neighboring town of Carrboro, the artsy sister-city
of Chapel Hill, to visit these offbeat locales.

THE OLD WELL
E Cameron Ave

Who doesn’t love some campus

BEFORE PAYING MJ HIS
$25, A new student STEPS
UP TO WIN SOME MONEY
BACK. After losing 4 in a
row, MJ decides to quit
while he's still ahead...

lore? This classical-style well was
designed in 1897 after the gardens
of Versailles. It’s said that students
who drink from the well on the first
day of class will get straight As for

THAT’S GAME.
You OWE
ME $25.

the rest of the term.
O P E N E Y E C A F É | 101 S Greensboro St

B OW B A R R | 705 W Rosemary St

AC K L A N D A RT M U S E U M

Finding the perfect place to study can

Close to the Chapel Hill/Carrboro line,

101 S Columbia St

be a challenge, but Open Eye Café might

this quirky dive bar is the place to go

UNC’s art museum boasts over 18,000

just be that place. The large seating area

for delicious cocktails with a twist. The

pieces in its permanent collection,

and variety of couches, chairs and desks

mismatched decor creates a friendly, low-

with a range of time periods and

allow patrons a sort of “choose your

key setting, and the rotating selection of

cultures. Free to the public, the

own adventure” for cram sessions and

movies played on a vintage VHS player

Ackland

study groups. The big mugs of coffee and

ensure

entertainment.

excursion, and its rotating exhibits

generous pastry selection keep you fueled

And if that wasn’t enough nostalgia for

guarantee there’s always something

until the last notecard is written.

you, check out the black-and-white photo

new to see.

always

booth in the back.
E L M O’ S D I N E R | 200 N Greensboro St
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Tar Heels are known to “Work Hard, Play

S P OT T E D D O G | 111 East Main St

Hard,” but we suggest an addition to that

For those who think North Carolina is

motto: “Brunch Hard.” Elmo’s Diner, located

all burgers and barbeque, we present to

in a converted cotton mill, serves up big

you the Spotted Dog. With a menu full

plates of breakfast food in an open and

of vegetarian options, this casual eatery

bright environment. A late night is no match

offers something for everyone in a no-fuss

for their omelettes, served with home fries

environment. Bring your pup and grab a

and a big stack of pancakes.

seat on the dog-friendly patio.

Graduate Syllabus

The Old Well

a

great

Cool if I
Write you
a Check?

35 years later,
AT AUCTION...

rainy-day

Alex Laniosz; Getty Images. Comic by Alex Laniosz.

there’s

is

I'm cashing out.
I'll take my $5.

The future NBA star
still went by “Mike.”
Graduate Hotels places the
winning bid and brings this
rare piece of UNC memorabilia
To its hotel in Chapel Hill.
See the check in person next
time you're in the lobby.
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We Are All Students
graduatehotels.com

